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Abstract
Space is the ultimate destination.
For humankind.
For discovery.
For new destinations.
For technological progress.
For our future.
For wani!
With waniCOIN, for the first time, a blockchain solution will
virtually go to the space and the moon for an extraterrestrial
network to run nodes and to mine coins.
This is Independent. Extraterrestrial. Ultimate decentralized.
blockchain data provisioning and processing.
Support our quickly growing community and make wani
legend – and interstellar!

“It is time for the crypto space age with the
first extraterrestrial blockchain exosystem!”
- mGDH & matoshi hakamoto CREATORS of wani INTERSTELLAR

the motivation
Space has been the ultimate destination for generations of humankind. Now is finally the time
to conquer space. Private space pioneers from SpaceX, BlueOrigin, and Virgin Galatic will soon
enable everyone to fly into space. Space stations, the moon, and soon Mars will become other
achievable destinations and quickly establish themselves as human outposts. Humankind has
always tried to discover new countries, new continents, new borders, and destinations. This
development is driven by daring and the spirit of discovery. This rapid development is
accompanied by a large number of newly emerging solutions for logistics, transport, provision
of resources, technology, etc.
Wani is pioneering extraterrestrial blockchain infrastructure. Wani is the first provider of
cryptographic data and payment processing in space - finally, right to the moon - not just for
coin valuations.
This step enables an alien crypto network solution with global access for everyone. The result
is the first exosystem, which ranges from payment solutions and decentralized financing to
smart contracting and even alien NFTs. This represents complete disruption and full
decentralization, combined with the ultimate independence for distributed ledger systems.
We call ourselves and supporters waninauts - enthusiasts about space, technology, and
cryptos. We create the next big step ahead for a global, independent, extraterrestrial
decentralized payment solution for everyone.

the vision
the first extraterrestrial blockchain ecosystem

It's time for an extraterrestrial blockchain solution. Independent of space and time. Free and
accessible from anywhere. It's time for wani INTERSTELLAR. The first COIN that really
flies to the moon and constitutes the backbone for all established blockchain solutions to be
stored in space.

SATELLITE BASED
The wani network is satellite-based. Accessible for everyone. Redundant nodes run on several
satellites, and relay stations and (essential) mining capacities are available. This means that
blockchains can continue to operate even if terrestrial blockchain processing capacities fail.
In general, satellites are the ultimate solution for a decentralized ledger system:
Solar-supported energy generation allows independent operation, and the positioning in space
reduces potential restrictions. At the same time, it increases the security of blockchain
operations and thus the continuity of processed transactions. In this way, a quasi-permanent,
infinite, and independent operation of various blockchain solutions can be guaranteed, with
access options from anywhere - the earth, the space, the moon, and the stars.
The rapidly developing satellite technology supports our development. Both the creation and
the transport into space are increasingly provided by cost-effective solutions from companies
such as SpaceX or start-ups such as SpinLaunch, with undreamt-of possibilities due to their
efficiency.

TO THE MOON…AND MARS
The wani network becomes truly extraterrestrial when nodes eventually exist on the Moon and
Mars. Basically, identical setups are possible here, as in our satellites. However, these solutions
can be more prominent and, therefore, more powerful. This creates the opportunity for
additional mining power.

EXTRTERRESTRIAL CONSENSUS NETWORK (ExCN)
A consensus algorithm is used to validate a blockchain transaction. This feature is essential for
decentralized, self-regulated systems and it guarantees the safety and immutability of the blocks
added to the blockchain. Wani aims to support both proof-of-work and proof-of-stake concepts.
In addition, it will also encourage hybrid solutions for the first time, which also include the
location of a miner. This novel approach can reduce the risk of 51% attacks. A combination of
proof-of-stake with proof-of-location (PoL) solutions should prove to be advantageous due to
their clever usage of required resources.

the network
shiba, doge, wani & co

The interstellar network is intended to support various cryptocurrencies and contribute to their
further dissemination. Therefore, wani is not a dogecoin killer but a supporter. Wani
INTERSTELLAR is the engine of the dissemination and utilization of cryptocurrencies in the
infinite expanse of space and at the same time accessible to the inhabitants of the earth. The
blockchains BTC, ETH, and BNB also find a home in our network and thus a protected
resource of last resort for the permanent provision of processed transactions.

the coin
$WANI

We start with $WANI on the Ethereum and Binance network. Why two networks? Because
both have different advantages and disadvantages. Ethereum is the mother of all smart contract
solutions for the blockchain: Fully decentralized, independent, contributor-based, and
extensively established, ETH State is often the kind of thing when it comes to innovations in
the field of DeFi and NFTs. At the same time, due to their high popularity, the transaction
fees have recently been partly not insignificant. As a result, investment decisions are no longer
worthwhile, especially for small investors.
The Binance network offers an excellent alternative to Ethereum, as it is based on the same
roots. Here, the largest BNB holders ensure that the network works with a proof-of-stake
mechanism. This approach enables significantly lower transaction fees, making small and
medium-sized transactions feasible at a low cost.
In total, there is a supply of up to 3 billion coins in each network available, and this amount
is a fixed supply that cannot be increased. In general, there is also an option of burning up to
50% of the total supply via a cold wallet approach.
With the start of the extraterrestrial processing of blocks via our network, we start our own
supplementary solution to make wani COIN usable as an instrument of our extraterrestrial
infrastructure.
Every owner of Wani coin will have preferred access to use wani interstellar network (win).
Wani coins are also the currency for the network usage fees and provisioning of processing
power.

go and swap it
where to buy

The purchase and swap of $ WANI are offered through Pancakeswap, Uniswap, and
BLOXtime. Through cooperation with BLOXtime, you get a bonus of 10% on wani COINS.

The following pools are currently available:
ETH – WANI
BNB – WANI
USD0x – WANI

The following pools are planned for the future:
USDT – WANI
USDC – WANI
DAI - WANI

the network development fund
proceeds from coin sales

All proceeds from Wani sales are available to create the first interstellar blockchain solution
in the world. They will be used for the ongoing operation, development, and improvement of
the Wani ecosystem and exosystem. This procedure gives us enough energy actually to fly to
the moon and install our hardware there.
The funding also allows us to quickly implement our own ecosystem, which combines the
advantages of various systems with a particular focus on inexpensive fee structures - as we
want to keep wani the highly affordable and complete disruptive solution of a decentralized
intergalactic financial future.
We will soon reveal the name of this network.

the roadmap
of wani INTERSTELLAR

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Create a global terrestrial community
Get a lift into space for mining the first block in history
Setting up a permanent miner in space
Shoot up the first interstellar satellite blockchain node ever
Establish an interstellar network of satellite nodes & miners
Create a node on the moon
And hell boy (and girl) – become the first blockchain node on another planet named
Mars!

the future of wani
the interstellar foundation

The implementation and operation of the wani INTERSTELLAR network are to be
coordinated by the wani FOUNDATION. In this way, the foundation can guarantee the longterm and permanent use of the network and further development.
The foundation also takes care of further alignment and planning in coordination with the
wani COIN owners.
In addition, an annual developer and owner day are planned, which should be organized by
the foundation so that a lively exchange between all Waninauts can be guaranteed!

about us
We, the Waninauts, have been crypto lovers since 2014. Fascinated by the complete disruption
of existing financial systems and unlimited opportunities to create intelligent, new, and
innovative solutions, we contribute to revolutionizing the global finical system with just a few
lines of code. We want to finally change, innovate, and revolutionize how we pay and how we
invest at much better rates than ever before.
Join us!

the Waninauts
We encourage everyone participating in wani to become a Waninaut. With the number of
supporters increasing, we will host annual Waninaut events to gather, propose our progress,
ideas and discuss those with all Waninauts to get feedback and develop our goals together with
all Waninauts. The wani INTERSTELLAR foundation will host these events.

conclusion
The wani project is a pioneering vision for the new space age we quickly develop into – with
no boundaries and the space as the ultimate destination. It is filled with our dreams, ideas, and
hopes, and it is a journey to unchartered territories. And it is something revolutionary new –
brand new!
It elevates the crypto idea virtually to the stars. Our mission is to promote decentralization for
a better, sounder, more trustful ecosystem protecting us against the implosion of fiat currencies
and money press-based expenditures.
Wani is the beginning of a journey we love to invite you to join and support. Let’s make it
huge.
We encourage and love your participation and contribution – because, without our supporters
and lovers, we are nothing and lost in space!
Let’s fly to the moon!

Your mGDH & matoshi
CREATORS of WANI

appendix
The interstellar paper of wani is a living document, and we will continuously adjust the
information within this document.
Please note that information within the paper does not constitute investment advice, financial
advice, or any other sort of advice, and hence the content should not be considered as such.
The wani team suggests that people interested in the wani COIN conduct their own due diligence
to base an individual investment decision on it. By purchasing wani COINs or wani products,
the buyer agrees that she or he is not purchasing a security or investment. They agree to hold
the team harmless and not liable for any losses which may incur. Tax-related issues are
everybody’s own responsibility. Also, the buyer agrees to the product in its current state. Wani
is not required to provide any service or support. Please also be aware that the wani ecosystem
and ecosystems will not guarantee any solution or service as such. At this stage, we are only a
community-driven solution. Wani may eventually become a registered cryptocurrency in the
future. But no guarantee will be given when and whether this will be the case. Finally, the wani
team strongly recommends purchasing wani COINS only in compliance with your personal
territories’ regulations and local laws.

